
HOW TO WRITE A TRAINING REPORT SAMPLE

Write a training report to summarize how well a program met objectives. Where appropriate, recommend improvements
for consideration by company.

Take note that these are all downloadable. Determine what are the objectives and aim. List Your Key Findings
and Recommendations Since the objectives and methods were previously defined, this section highlights the
key takeaways. The background component describes a training summary and how information for the report
was gathered. Break this section into subsections if the training was extensive, conducted over extended
periods of time and across geographic areas, or had many different types of activities. The conclusions discuss
potential implications to the organization based on the key findings. Our Inventory Report Templates are one
of the examples. Explain some results from the training report summary. When you write a training report,
include basic formatting components so the data is easily absorbed. For example, a three-day sales-training
workshop could have guest speakers, a sales manager breakout session and a ropes course for team building. It
is a type of report made to create a regular analysis samples when it comes to training development and
growth. Describe the Background and Objectives Depending on the length of the report, training program
background and objectives might be written as separate sections. It will be a good idea to make a detailed list
and separate out those goals that were met and those that were not. Attach Supporting Documentation Include
supporting documents such as copies of training materials, slide presentations or agendas. Short reports often
combine these components. Corporate Training. Consider adding information about the training summary
analysis techniques. Detail how learning aids were used in the course of the training program. This
information is supplemental but helps future training program planners review exactly where new changes can
be implemented during training. What is a Training Report? Just emphasize some important report details.
However, keeping recommendations separate allows readers to succinctly find information to help the
organization move forward productively. An annual review of a multi-city weekly training program is longer
than a report concerning a two-hour training program, for example. As such, you'll start by defining the
training program with a cover page that includes the name, location and date of the training. Also, discuss any
field trips that occurred in the course of the training.


